
Kindergarten Summer Reading List 

 
Biscuit 
A little yellow dog wants ever one more thing before he'll go to sleep. 

Allysa Satin 
Capucilli 

 

Do You Want to Be My Friend? 
A mouse searches everywhere for a friend. Eric Carle 

 

Does a Kangaroo Have a Mother, too? 
Presents the names of animal babies, parents, and groups, for example, a baby 
kangaroo is a joey, its mother is a flyer, its father is a boomer, and a group of 
kangaroos is a troop, mob, or herd. 

Eric Carle 

 

Today is Monday 
Each day of the week brings a new food, until on Sunday all the world's 
children can come and eat it up. 

Eric Carle 

 

From Head to Toe 
Encourages the reader to exercise by following the movements of various 
animals. 

Eric Carle 

 

Have You Seen My Cat? 
A young boy encounters all sorts of cats while searching for the one he lost. Eric Carle 

 

School Bus 
Follows the progress of school buses as they take children to school and bring 
them home again. 

Donald Crews 

 

Freight Train 
Brief text and illustrations trace the journey of a colorful train as it goes through 
tunnels, by cities, and over trestles. 

Donald Crews 

 
Rosie’s Walk Pat Hutchins 

 

The Red Balloon 
Albert 
Lamorisse 

 

Pete the Cat: Rocking In My School Shoes 
Pete the cat moves, grooves, and sings while exploring the different parts of 
school. 

Eric Litwin 

 

Brown Bear, Brown Bear, What Do You See? 
Children see a variety of animals, each one a different color, and a mother 
looking at them. 

Bill Martin 



 

 

Chicka Chicka Boom Boom 
An alphabet rhyme/chant that relates what happens when the whole alphabet 
tries to climb a coconut tree. 

Bill Martin 

 

Panda Bear, Panda Bear, What Do You See? 
Illustrations and rhyming text present ten different endangered animals. Bill Martin 

 

Polar Bear, Polar Bear, What Do You See? 
Zoo animals from polar bear to walrus make their distinctive sounds for each 
other, while children imitate the sounds for the zookeeper. 

Bill Martin 

 

The Lion and the Mouse 
In this wordless retelling of an Aesop fable, an adventuresome mouse proves 
that even small creatures are capable of great deeds when he rescues the King of 
the Jungle. 

Jerry Pinkney 

 

A Ball For Daisy 
Daisy the dog is heartbroken when her favorite toy ball is destroyed while she is 
playing with another dog, but she realizes she has gained something, too. 

Christopher 
Raschka 

 

Daisy Gets Lost 
A young dog experiences the fear of being lost and the joys of being found 
when she becomes separated from her owner. 

Christopher 
Raschka 

 

Blackout! 
Neighbors gather on the roof after the power goes out on a hot night in the city 
and start having so much fun not everyone is happy when the lights go back on. 

John Rocco 

 

Don’t Let The Pigeon Drive The Bus! 
A pigeon that longs to drive a bus sees a chance to make its dream come true 
when the bus driver takes a short break. 

Mo Willems 


